Tennis

**Tennis Basic**
Location: Tennis courts 1&2  
Price: 10 euro  
Number of lessons: 8-10  
Period: Every quartile

**Tennis Basic Plus**
Location: Tennis courts 1&2  
Price: 10 euro  
Number of lessons: 8-10  
Period: Every quartile

Always wanted to learn to play tennis? We offer tennis courses on two levels (basic and basic +). In both courses, extensive attention is paid to the technique and tactics of the tennis sport. Every lesson you learn a new technique or game tactics. In the basic course you start from the beginning. Get a feel for your racket and the ball while you learn to apply the techniques more in the basics +. After following the course, you will be able to play matches independently and you can also participate in the mix and meet evenings on Thursday! Of course as a student you can also transfer to our Student tennis association, Fellenoord.

REGISTRATION
Signing up is possible via our website. Log in on your personal page and go to ‘What’s on offer’. Here you can find the different courses you can register for.